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Abstract

Multiple software packages exist to perform aperture photometry on HST data. Three of the
most used softwares are the Python package PhotUtils, the IDL function APER, and the
IRAF/PyRAF package DAOPHOT. The results produced by DAOPHOT are slightly
incorrect, at approximately 0.1% too large for WFC3/IR images measured with a 3-pixel
aperture (PhotUtils and APER produce the correct results). The magnitude of the
DAOPHOT discrepancy is dependent on the type of source and filter used (as this impacts
the PSF) due to DAOPHOT’s approximation of a circle as a slightly larger irregular
polygon. We present a quantification of this error for WFC3/IR data, though the analysis
is applicable for any small-aperture photometry.

Introduction

Point source photometry is often performed via aperture photometry using a circular aper-
ture. When the aperture is placed upon the source, the signal from the pixels enclosed by
the aperture is summed to produce the output measurement. Naturally, when projecting
a circle onto a discrete pixel grid, a given pixel can either be fully, partially, or not at all
enclosed by the aperture. For the fully and not at all enclosed pixels, the values contribute
fully or not at all to the final aperture sum, respectively. However, the partially enclosed
pixels contribute a fraction of their value to the aperture sum. This fraction is (ideally)
calculated by determining the overlap of a pixel’s area with the aperture profile. This is
a straightforward, but nontrivial computation when a sections of a circular aperture are
projected onto square pixels.
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When constructing apertures with DAOPHOT the circular aperture is approximated as
an irregular polygon (see section 3.3.5.8 of Davis (1987) for more information). PhotUtils
computes the overlap between the circular aperture and the edge pixels exactly by default.
When given the ‘/EXACT’ keyword, APER does the same. The following analysis compares
the outputs of the raw aperture sums from each of the softwares to determine which is the
most accurate.

Methods

All photometry packages were used in the simplest configurations to avoid differences in al-
gorithms used in other photometric processes. The IRAF DAOPHOT tasks PHOT was invoked
through PyRAF in Python, and the PhotUtils CircularAperture and aperture_photometry

methods were called in Python. The centroiding in DAOPHOT was disabled (calgorithm=’none’),
the non-background subtracted aperture flux (the ‘SUM’ output column) measurement was
used, for example:

from pyraf import iraf

from iraf import noao, digiphot, daophot

from astropy.io import fits, ascii

apertures = ‘3.’

iraf.phot(image=‘foo.fits[1]’,interactive=‘no’,verify=‘no’,

calgorithm=‘none’,coords=‘foo.coo’,apertures=apertures,output=‘foo.raw’)

tbl = ascii.read(‘foo.raw’,format=‘daophot’)

result = tbl[‘SUM’]

From PhotUtils, the aperture_sum output column (also non-background subtracted flux)
was used, for example:

from photutils import CircularAperture, aperture_photometry

from astropy.io import fits, ascii

import numpy as np

apertures = 3.

data = fits.getdata(‘foo.fits’)

x, y = np.loadtxt(‘foo.coo’)

x = x-1. # See the note below on coordinate conventions

y = y-1.

ap = CircularAperture((x,y),apertures)

tbl = aperture_photometry(data,ap)

result = tbl[‘aperture_sum’][0]

The call to APER was invoked through an IDL command line:

data = READFITS( ‘foo.fits’, 1)
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FMT = ‘F,F’

READCOL, ‘foo.coo’, F=FMT, x, y

x = x-1. # See the note below on coordinate conventions

y = y-1.

apertures = 3.

adu = 1.

APER, data, x, y, mags, errap, sky, skyerr, adu, $

apertures, /exact, /flux, setskyval=0.0

This configuration forces the the output value mags to solely be solely an aperture sum
in electrons, with no background subtraction and centroiding performed. It also forces the
exact computation of overlap between the aperture and a given pixel.

Note: The APER and PhotUtils coordinate convention differs from IRAF by one pixel
in x and y, as IRAF defines the center of the bottom-left pixel as (1,1), and PhotUtils and
APER define it as (0,0).

Results

Constant Image

To remove complexities introduced by the shape of the PSFs, a dummy image contain-
ing a value of 1.0 in all pixels was created. Apertures of equal radii were placed at the
same coordinates in the image, and aperture photometry was performed using the Photutils
CircularAperture module, the DAOPHOT phot task, and APER.
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Figure 1: The total ”flux” (sums) in the apertures placed on the dummy (flat) images. As
the image is a value 1.0 in each pixel, the flux in the aperture should be exactly equal to the
area of the aperture (πR2).
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Figure 2: The difference in flux between APER, DAOPHOT, and PhotUtils (differences in
the curves plotted in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: The difference in flux between DAOPHOT and PhotUtils normalized to the Pho-
tUtils total flux.

As shown in Figure 2 DAOPHOT and PhotUtils do not produce the same aperture
sums. However, the PhotUtils and APER are equivalent, so for the remainder of these
analyses we will omit the APER results for brevity. Testing different sub-pixel placements
of the apertures changed the phase of the oscillatory behavior seen in Figure 2, though the
periodicity and amplitude remained roughly the same.

To determine which of the sums reported was correct, the reported output sum was
compared to the area (which is equal to the expected flux in this case) the aperture was
expected to have. Correctly measured photometry would produce an exact value of 1.0 for
this ratio, as the test image was explicitly set to 1 e-/pixel.
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Figure 4: The ratio of reported flux to the expected area (πR2) for the dummy (constant)
image.

The PhotUtils results produce the expected ratio of 1.0 for all apertures, however the
DAOPHOT results generally show an overestimation that decays with increasing aperture
size. In addition to the aperture sums, the aperture areas were also reported.

Radius IRAF Sum IRAF Area PhotUtils Sum PhotUtils Area
0.1 0.001 0.001 0.031 0.031
0.2 0.188 0.188 0.125 0.125
0.3 0.388 0.388 0.282 0.282
0.4 0.735 0.735 0.502 0.502
0.5 1.135 1.135 0.785 0.785
0.6 1.535 1.535 1.130 1.130
0.7 1.935 1.935 1.539 1.539
0.8 2.335 2.335 2.010 2.010
0.9 2.735 2.735 2.544 2.544
1.0 3.271 3.271 3.141 3.141

Table 1: Comparisons of IRAF/PhotUtils reported fluxes/areas over a small sample of radii.

Comparing the reported fluxes to the reported areas in Table 1 shows that both softwares
have fluxes that match the area of the aperture used, indicating the actual addition is done
correctly. However, the areas reported (and used) by IRAF are slightly larger, whereas the
PhotUtils areas are exactly correct. The precise error in the area is dependent on both the
aperture radius requested as well as the subpixel position (pixel phase) of the aperture.
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Stellar Photometry

To quantify how large the discrepancy is for typical use cases the photometry packages
were also compared using WFC3/IR images of the HST Photometric standard stars. Each
standard star has been imaged dozens of times with fairly random offsets in detector space,
providing a large sample of pixel phases at which to test the apertures. At the time of writing
of this document the standard star GD-153 had the most data available.
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GD-153 WFC3/IR Photometry: DAOHPOT vs PhotUtils
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Figure 5: The relative difference in aperture photometry DOAPHOT and PhotUtils over
images of GD-153 across all WFC3 IR imaging filters. The points represent the median of
the differences while the error bars represent one standard deviation of this measurement for
a given filter and aperture radius.

In this case, the discrepancy between DAOPHOT and PhotUtils is still large for the
smallest apertures (around 6% for 1 pixel apertures) and again drops off quickly with in-
creasing aperture radii (.1% for 3 pixel apertures). The redder filters also show slightly larger
discrepancies than the bluer filters. The APER results match the PhotUtils results exactly.

Conclusions

PhotUtils and APER produced the correct result for the test image as shown in Figure 4,
and are therefore known to be giving the exact (correct) results. The DAOPHOT result
is significantly discrepant for the smallest apertures. The discrepancy due to DAOPHOT’s
irregular polygon approximation of a circular aperture, which causes a small, but noticeable
error in the flux contribution of an edge pixel to the total aperture sum (as the overlapping
area of a polygon projected onto a pixel is slightly deviant from a circle).
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The area in the DAOPHOT apertures is too large by up to 50% for very small (sub-pixel)
apertures, and drops to approximately 10% for 1 pixel radius apertures, and continues to
decrease with growing radii. However, the structure of the polygon varies with subpixel
placement of the aperture, so the total excess area varies between -0.1 and 0.6 pixels for
apertures up to 10 pixels. For apertures placed on real PSFs, the total error in the aperture
sum should then be between -10% and 60% of the mean value of the edge pixels, as the
excess area is only added into the edge pixels. For narrower PSFs this error is obviously a
very small amount, approximately +.1% of the true aperture sum with a 3 pixel aperture
placed on a star image from WFC3/IR.

Because the exact error in the DAOPHOT aperture area has a dependence on sub-pixel
placement of the aperture, and the contribution of the excess area to the aperture sum
depends on the shape of the PSF, deriving a correction is very complicated. The excess in
the aperture sum is almost always positive, but small, and grows with PSF FWHM.

If the most accurate circular aperture photometry (where systematics on the order of .1%
become significant) is desired, it is recommended that photometry package used either be
PhotUtils with the CircularAperture module, or the IDL Aper function, with the ‘/EXACT’
keyword given.
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